Abstract
Introduction
Science and Technology (S&T) is very important field of research as it affects the overall progress of society. Thus, a proper allocation of resources especially those allocated by government is necessary to ensure its effectiveness. Researchers and policy makers need to understand the current and future state of research, and be able to identify areas of research that has great potential. Meanwhile, the information sources of research today have grown rapidly along with the advancement of the internet. Such abundant information can be utilized to help shaping the selection of research topics.
The ways to predict the future topics of research, in general can be categorized into judgmental and quantitative analysis [1] . Predictions based on numerical data extrapolate historical data through a specific function, whereas the judgmental forecasting can also be based on projections from the past, but the sources of information in the model depend on the subjective judgments of experts. It is stated in [2] that the forecasting analysis through Delphi study by panel of experts is partially incompatible with the results of numerical analysis, since the representation of experts in the panel, which cannot always be proportional, would impact the prediction accuracy.
Trend analysis of research topic by using a numerical approach based on scientific publications and / or patents have been done in some previous researchers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Small [3] using co-citation clustering area for research in the field of science, while Rahayu and Hasibuan [4] and Zhu et al., [8] used co-word analysis. To determine the categories of research topics that are growing, a certain percentage limit was used in [4] , such as between one to three percent of the total number of patents or scientific publications. Those Our hypothesis is that the best methods used in training and validation will be suitable for similar time series used in testing. In addition, based on the prediction result, we identify the emerging topics for Indonesian S&T for the next periods.
The most common method to find the time series similarity is computing their distances. These distances can measure by Euclidean distance or Dynamic Time Warping. Others used likelihood to find similarity, such as Hassan [21] , who used Hidden Markov Model to identify similar pattern including time series. He suggested that the forecast value can be obtained by calculating the difference between the current and next value of the most similar training series, and add that differences to the current value of the series to forecast. However, in this paper, the similarity measure is not used to directly compute the next value, but to select the most suitable predictors to compute that value.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the theoretical background of forecast combination and emerging topics based on bibliometrics, in Section 3 we describe the experimental setup including our proposed model selection, the steps taken, dataset and tools used, in Section 4 we discuss our findings, and in Section 5 we draw our conclusion.
Theoretical Background

Forecast Combinations
Several reasons of combining the forecasts are summarized in [22] . First argument is due to diversification. One model is often suited to one kind of data. Thus, the higher degree of overlap in the information set, the less useful a combination of forecasts is likely to be. In addition, individual forecasts may be very differently affected by structural breaks in time series. Another related reason is that individual forecasting models may be subject to misspecification bias of unknown form. Lastly, the argument for combination of forecasts is that the underlying forecasts may be based on different loss functions. A forecast model with a more symmetric loss function could find a combination of the two forecasts better than the individual ones. Furthermore, Timmerman [22] described several combination methods, such as by least squares estimators of the weights, relative performance weight, minimization of loss function, non-parametric combination, and pooling several best predictors. Time-varying method is also discussed where the combination weight may change over time.
The forecast combination problem generally seeks an aggregator that reduces the information in a potentially high-dimensional vector of forecasts to a lower dimensional summary measure. Poncela et al., [9] denotes that one point forecast combination is to produce a single combined 1-step-ahead forecast f t at time t, with information up to time t, from the N initial forecasts; that is t t t t y w f
where w t is the weighting vector of the combined forecast, y t+1|t is N dimensional vector of forecasts at time t. A constant could also be added to the previous combining scheme to correct for a possible bias in the combined forecast. The main aim is to reduce the dimension of the problem from N forecasts to just a single one, f t .
Various integration methods may be applied in practice. In this paper, we will compare methods based on the averaging, both simple and weighted on predictor's performance. In the averaging schema, the final forecast is defined as the average of the results produced by all different predictors. The simplest one is the ordinary mean of the partial results. The final prediction of vector x from M predictors is defined by
This process of averaging may reduce the final error of forecasting if all predictive networks are of comparable accuracy. Otherwise, weighted averaging shall be used. The accuracy of weighted averaging method can be measured on the basis of particular predictor performance on the data from the past. The most reliable predictor should be considered with the highest weight, and the least accurate one with the least weight. The estimated prediction is calculated as
where wi is weight associated with each predictor. One way to determine the values of the weights (i=1, 2, …, M) is to solve the set of linear equations corresponding to the learning data, for eaxample, by using ordinary least squares. Another way is using relative performance of each predictor, where the weight is specified by
In this weighted average, the high performance predictor will be given larger weight and vice versa. Some large constant is sometimes needed when the value of inverse MSE (Mean Squared Error) is close to infinity, which could happen when MSE is or close to zero.
Model Selection
Franses [18] stated that the prediction methods that need to be combined are those which contribute significantly to the increased accuracy of prediction. The selection of prediction models in the ensemble is usually done by calculating the performance of each model toward the hold-out sample. He also proposed an encompassing mechanism where a model is selected in the final combination if the combination with that model yields more forecast accuracy than a combination without that model. This method is quite close to forward feature selection. Seeking the combination of best model, however, is not trivial since there are many possibility to form the combination.
In addition, Andrawis et al., [23] use 9 best models out of 140 models to combine. The combination method used in their study is simple average. Previously, Armstrong [19] states that only five or six best models are needed to get better prediction result. Therefore, it is obvious that not all models should be selected for the combination. The next task is finding the optimal number of models to select, which will be depend upon the characteristics of the data as well as the predictors.
Time Series Similarity
To measure the distance between time series, the difference between each point of the series can be measured by Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean Distance between two time series Q = {q1, q2, …, qn} and S = {s1, s2, …, sn} is 7, No.5 (2013) This methods is quite easy to compute, and take complexity of O(n).
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Figure 1. Two Time Series to Compare
Meanwhile, Dynamic Time Warping allows acceleration-deceleration of signals along the time dimension [24] . For two series X = x 1 , x 2 , …, x n , and Y = y 1 , y 2 , …, y n , each sequence may be extended by repeating elements such that the Euclidean distance can calculated between the extended sequences X' and Y'. For example, for two time series in Figure 1 , it is exactly the same for DTW, whereas it is not for Euclidean.
Growth Rate
In [6] , several alternatives are devised to calculate the growth rate of a research topic, namely (1) the difference between the frequencies in the last year and early years, (2) the ratio between the frequency in the last year and early years, (3) the fitting of an exponential curve, and (4) the average year of publication. To provide a more balanced result, then the frequency of certain terms can be normalized by dividing these frequencies by the total number of publications in a given year. Fitting of an exponential curve will result in the form of a×e r , where r is a measure of growth rate. While the average of publication year is calculated by adding up years of the publication of results between years and the multiplication in the frequency divided by the total number of frequencies, such as
Thus, the publication last year will have a weight higher than previous years. The first and second methods do not take the cumulative amount of frequency into account, whereas the year as the weighting factor in third method is somewhat arbitrary. Hence, the Average Year of Publication can be modified by substituting the year with a score from 1 to n, where n is the number of year time series dataset, such as
For instance, a time series having 21 year period started from 1991 until 2011 will be weighted as 1 to 21, consecutively. This ranking method is similar to Borda count [25] , at which each voter (predictor) rank orders the candidates (selected predictors). If there are N candidates, the first-place candidate receives N−1 votes, the second-place candidate receives N−2, with the candidate in ith place receiving N−i votes. The candidate ranked last receives 0 votes.
Experimental Setup
Methodology
The steps to conduct this experiment are as follows: (1) selecting the research topics, constructing the time series and building matrices for training and testing, (2) run the prediction algorithms, which includes Neural Network, and Support Vector Regressions, (3) select the best models of the training data which is most similar with the testing data, (4) combine the forecasting results from the best selected predictors using average, median, performance and rank (5) record and compare the performance of the prediction. In addition, in step (5) and (6), the emerging topics are calculated and the performance of ranking based on the forecasting results in previous step is evaluated. 
Figure 2. The Steps to Forecast using the Combinations of Selected Models
As illustrated in Figure 3 our proposed method to combine the selected model compares the testing and training dataset used for validation. Then, it selects the best models having the lowest MSE used by that training dataset. Finally, the selected models are used to predict the testing dataset. Thus, the models selected would be adjusted according to the pattern of each testing data. 
Datasets
The dataset is derived from research report compiled by the Indonesian Garuda site which is managed by the Directorate General of Higher Education, Ministry of National Education. The total number of topics within the S&T category is 12, with consideration of the availability of data with a minimum time span of 16 years. Christodulous [33] states that the minimum length of training data is 16-20 points. The frequency of topics each year is shown in Table 1 . The number of samples to be used as training and testing is determined by the length of time series. If there are k values to predict, the ytest vector will contain k values, and xtest matrix will consist of m × k, where m is the sliding window. Thus, having 3 values to predict, the vector ytest consists of 3 values, and the matrix xtest consists of m×3 series, where m is the sliding window (Figure 4) . The value of m is determined while constructing the training dataset, namely the xtrain and ytrain, whose matrix's size are m×n and n. The shorter the value of m the larger the dataset (which is n) that can be constructed, and vice versa.
The resulting input matrix is scaled and centered so that its standard deviation is equal to one. This scale is then applied to the output vector. The result of the prediction is later converted back to the actual scale.
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Performance Evaluation
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of an estimator is one of many ways to quantify the difference between values implied by an estimator and the true values of the quantity being estimated. Let X={x 1 , x 2 ,..x T } be a random sample of points in the domain of f, and suppose that the value of Y={y 1 , y 2 ,..y T } is known for all x in X. Then, for all N samples, the error is computed as An MSE of zero means that the estimator predicts observations with perfect accuracy, which is the ideal. Two or more statistical models may be compared using their MSEs as a measure of how well they explain a given set of observations.
In addition, to measure the ranking performance of the most emerging trends, the average precision is used. In the field of information retrieval, precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the search:
Hardware and Tools
This experiment is conducted on computer with Pentium processor Core i3 and memory of 4GB. The main software used is Matlab version 2008b. The Matlab's command used to perform the NN is 'newff'. To normalise data into the range of -1 to 1, the command used is 'mapminmax'. The toolbox for Support Vector Regression is provided by Gunn [26] , whereas the DWT toolbox for time series similarity measure is available from Felty 
Result and Discussion
Comparison among Individual Predictor
The first experiment in this study is to compare the performance of each predictor. There are 2 predictors used, namely (1) Neural Network having its hidden node set to 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10, (2) Support Vector Regression (SVR) using kernel radial basis function (RBF) of sigma's width of 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5, kernel polynomial of degree 1, 2 and 3. Hence, there are totally 14 models by varying the parameters of those predictors.
Two samples of time series in Figure 6 indicate that their patterns are rather fluctuating but in moderate scale as the trends are generally smooth initially but then moving upward or downward quite abruptly at the end. Thus time series derived from bibliometric is quite different from economic time series which mostly has seasonal component and repeatable pattern. The MSE is quite low for Neural Network with number of hidden nodes equal 2 or 3. SVR with kernel RBF having smaller sigma and SVR with kernel Polynomial having higher degree also gives quite better result. Recall that smaller sigma value in SVR implies smaller variance which fits the data tighter. Thus, the SME on training data is smaller, but SME on testing data may get bigger as the model tends to overfit. Similar behavior is observed for polynomial kernel of higher degree, which tends to yield poor generalization error. Table 2 also shows that most predictors have good prediction for some time series but not for the others. For example, SVR polynomial of degree 2 is very good for the first time series but performs badly for fourth time series. Likewise, NN with hidden node 10 yields fair result for fifth dataset but deteriorates for the first dataset. Hence, the ensemble of predictors shall choose the best of predictors for a given pattern in a time series, assuming that the pattern in testing data can be found in the validation data. In this experiment, the number of cross validation folds is three times the number of points to forecast. More records for cross validation is desirable but the feature available for sliding window will become smaller.
Combination of Models using Similarity Measure
The second experiment in this study is to select the predictors that perform best on training time series similar to testing time series to be predicted. The similarity between those series is calculated using either Euclidean Distance or DTW. The performance of all possible numbers of best models is shown in Table 3 for DTW similarity, Euclidean similarity, and without similarity, respectively. By selecting the best models without similarity, the best models are determined by all training samples. By contrast, using similarity measure, the best models are determined only by the training sample similar to the testing data. Simple average and ranking by performance method are used to combine the forecasting results. Table 3 also indicates that the first and second best models are not good enough as their MSE are quite high. Thus, the best model in validation does not necessarily always imply the best model in testing. However, as the number of model is increased, the MSE decreases up until about half of the total number of model. Figure 5 further shows that using combination of methods selected based on the similarity between training and testing data may lead into better prediction result compared to the combination of all methods. The MSEs of all methods decrease as more models are added, but they increase after the ninth model is added. Among those three model selections, Euclidean similarity is the one that may yield the lowest MSE. Even though it is not in a stark contrast, the combination of selected methods using similarity measure performs better than the best methods without similarity measure when the number of methods combined is greater than three but less than eight for both Euclidean and DTW. Thus, the optimum number of models to combine turns out to be about 50% of all models.
Based on the prediction result of ensemble method, we observe that the high error rate is due to the peculiarity of the dataset pattern. The most difficult time series to predict in Figure  6 indicates that the last pattern goes down while our prediction goes up. There is no such pattern that can be found in the training dataset. Hence, it is not totally caused by incapability of the predictor. The left side graph in Figure 6 shows that the predictions are in line with the actual values. 
Rank of Usage
Figure 7. The Most often Selected Models for the First Eight Models of all Series
Lastly, the most often used models as the best models are depicted in Figure 7 . To find out the total rank of usage of each model, we assign a certain value for each model based on its performance ranking on all time series such that for n th ranked model will get value of 1/n. For example, if a model is ranked first twice, ranked second once and ranked fourth three times then the total rank of usage is 1×2 + ½×2+ ¼×3. Thus, the last ranked model will get a negligible value. It turns out that Neural Networks are chosen more often as best models than the SVRs. Among the NNs, the moderate number of hidden node, such as 3 and 5, are more preferable while among the SVRs, the polynomial kernel of degree 3 and RBF kernel of width 1, which are more suitable for fluctuating pattern, are closely following the NNs.
Emerging Topics
Moreover, to find research topic that has considerable potential, or so-called emerging, equation (7) which puts more weight on current frequency is used. Table 4 shows the ranking of emerging topics from the actual and the predicted topics. Using the average precision, the ranking performance of the emerging topics is 0.91 for the single horizon or only one point to predict, 0.85 for two horizons and 0.74 for three horizons. It is quite logical to see that the longer the horizon the less accurate the predictions. In all horizons, the 'TK Electrical engineering' is ranked on the top followed by 'Q Science (General)'. The least emerging topics is the 'TD Environmental technology' and 'QA Mathematics'. Visually the most and the least emerging topics are depicted in Figure 8 . The most emerging subject on the left side is moving upward while the one the right side is moving downward. The last experiment tries to predict the emerging topics for the next three years based on the assumption that its accuracy is about equal as the previous testing dataset. It turns out that the most emerging research topics for the next two years are 'TK Electrical engineering. Electronics Nuclear engineering', 'TP Chemical technology' and 'Q Science (General)'. Thus, looking at the result in previous ranking (Table 4) , for the next three years starting from year 2012, the most emerging and the least emerging topics are quite stable. 
Conclusion
The experimental result shows that the combination of methods selected based on the similarity between training and testing data may perform better compared to the combination of all methods. The optimum number of models to combine is about fifty percent of the number of models. Smaller number of models to combine may not provide enough diversification of method's capabilities whereas greater number of models may select poor performing models.
In addition, we may predict the emerging topics for some years ahead by taking account the prediction result and then using growth rate measure such as the modified average year of publication. Form the experiment, the 'Electrical engineering' subject turns out to be the most emerging research area for last and the next three years, while 'Environmental technology' is the least emerging. The accuracy of the ranking measured through average precision are 0.91, 0.85, and 0.74 for the 1, 2 and 3-step ahead forecasting, respectively.
For future works, this method shall be tested against many other time series data, especially in the domain of research topics, to confirm its feasibility. There are also many possibilities of employing different predictors other than NN and SVR, such as kernel learning approach to automatically select the kernel. In addition, we need to explore other similarity measures besides the Euclidean and DTW that suit better for comparing testing and training of time series dataset.
